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Preface 
Oracle Hospitality OPERA Cloud Services (OPERA Cloud) is a hosted, Software as a 
Service (SaaS) solution. It provides a configurable system operable in either single- or 
multi-property mode. All properties in an enterprise share a single database. The user 
interface uses web services to communicate with the OPERA Database. This enables 
flexible integration with third-party interfaces using Service Oriented Architecture 
(SOA).  
OPERA Cloud aligns to Oracle Hospitality OPERA Property Management releases to 
provide version compatibility. 

Purpose 
The Release Notes provide a brief overview of additions, enhancements, and corrections 
implemented in this software release. Their intent is informative, not instructional.  

Audience 
This document is intended for OPERA Cloud version 1.20 users. 

Customer Support 
To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL: 
https://support.oracle.com 
When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following: 

• Product version and program/module name 
• Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact) 
• Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create the problem 
• Exact error message received and any associated log files 
• Screen shots of each step you take 

Documentation 
Oracle Hospitality product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at 
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality. 

Revision History 
Date Description of Change 
June 2016 • Initial publication 
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1  Features and Updates 
Accounts Receivables 

▪ Added: 
o An action menu option in Account Setup for distributing an account to multiple 

properties when logged into the Hub level. 
o An option on the Direct Bill Transfer screen to search and select a different 

Account Receivables account before transferring an invoice. 
o A View Folio action to the following screens: 

- Direct Bill Transfer screen. 
- Invoice Details screen. 

▪ An Override Credit Limit task to Role Manager in the Accounts Receivables Financials 
Group enabling: 

- Override and transfer invoice functionality on accounts that are over the 
Credit Limit set in Account Setup. 

- Override settling guest folios functionality on Direct Bill for accounts over the 
credit limit. 

▪ When logged in at the Hub level, you can now copy accounts from one property to 
another using the Distribute function. 

Administration – Booking  
▪ Added: 

o A Promotion field and a Preferences drop-down list in the Auto Attach Elements 
screen. Preferences show the same list as Profile Preferences. 

o Ability to configure Guest Type values on the Reservation Management screen. 
o Text/Table viewing option for results to the Auto Attach Element screen. 

Administration – Enterprise 
▪ Added: 

o Property Details functionality in the Chain and Property Management workspace 
for configuring features that are unique to the property.  

o Property Detail Categories functionality in Chain and Property Management. 

Administration – Financial 
▪ Added: 

o Ability to copy Package Codes within a Property or to other Properties. 
o The handling of User Defined Functions (UDF) to Posting Attributes for Rate Code 

Package within Rate Code Configuration. 
o Templates to Transaction Groups and Transaction Sub Groups when an ORS or 

MHOT license code is active. 
o A Transaction Code Protection screen in the Transaction Management Workspace.  

▪ The Membership check box is now selected as the default on new rate codes when the 
Default Membership Rate parameter in OPERA Controls is On. 
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▪ The Post It screen now provides a UPC (Universal Product Code) field to allow 
searching for Articles or Transaction Codes. 

Administration – Inventory 
▪ Added: 

o A Smoking Preference field for Template and Property records in Room Type 
configuration. 

o A Function Space screen in Function Space Management that lets you search for 
existing configurations. 

o Room Pools configuration screen in the Accommodation Management workspace. 

Blocks 
▪ Added: 

o Functionality for creating an Account and linking a Contact in a single process. 
o Ability to edit the start date on the Block Details screen. Editing the start date 

automatically updates the number of nights field. 
o A Console view in Block search. This shows additional block details. 
o Ability to apply Wash Schedules to blocks with a cutoff date in the Room Details 

screen in the Block presentation screen. 

▪ Enabled Sort By functionality in Manage Blocks Advanced Search. 

▪ The Changes Log in Block Restrictions now features a date range search. 

Commissions 
▪ Added: 

o An indicator to the Reservation screen for Commission Notes. This provides 
details if the reservation is detached from an Agent’s Commission Account. 

o A requirement to select a Stop Processing Reason when placing an Agent or 
Commission Record on hold. 

Dashboards 
▪ Added: 

o An action for Create a House Posting Account in EZTask Reservations. 
o A reservation count now appears on the screen within the Dashboard EZ Task for 

Check In and Check out.  

▪ Enabled a search filter for multiple confirmation numbers in EZTask, Check In, Check 
Out, and Reservations search.  

▪ Converted reservation balance amounts to links (in Console view) that take you to the 
Manage Billing screen. 

Exports 
▪ Converted the edit export train to a dashboard layout. 
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Interface Setup 
▪ Added: 

o Ability to edit Interface records.  
o An Interface Configuration screen. 
o An Import Rooms screen. 

Inventory Management 
▪ Added: 

o Ability to define a default housekeeping status for rooms checked out as Day Use. 
This is defined in the Default Day Use Room Status Setting in the Rooms 
Management Group. 

o Ability to assign maintenance tickets.  

▪ Enabled: 
o Opening an Out of Order, Out of Service, or Room Maintenance record in Room 

Management by double selecting. In Table view, you can open Out Of Order or 
Out of Service records by single selecting the Room Number box. 

o Saving view options on the Room Calendar. 

▪ The Rooms Availability screen now provides an action for Create A New Reservation 
and Create On-The-Spot Reservation. Both options open the Look To Book Sales 
Screen for viewing House and Room Type availability. 

▪ Converted Tentative Rooms Sold and Guarantee Rooms Sold values in the Rooms 
Availability screen to links. The links open the Reservation Type screen for searching 
by Date and Reservation Type. 

Miscellaneous 
▪ Added: 

o A Telephone Operator menu option in My Favorites showing reservations having 
a stay date of three days before through seven days after the current business 
date. The reservations must have an arrival date within the last six months. 

o Ability to Select All or Clear All reports when regenerating End of Day reports. 
o Ability to select the Room Status option from My Favorites in Quick Launch. 
o OXI message Status screens. These allow viewing, management, and reprocessing 

of eXchange messages through a unified interface. 

Mobility 
▪ Added: 

o Queue Rooms functionality. 
o Ability to Prioritize and Remove Rooms from Queue. 
o Reservation search to Charge It. 

OPERA Controls 
Added:  

o A new setting for Decimal Calculation and a new parameter for Permanent Folio 
Storage in the Cashiering group. The Permanent Folio Storage parameter enables 
storing a folio copy in PDF format. 
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o A Printing Method setting in the General group to enable printing reports by:  
- Printer by an adobe reader plugin (this may not be supported on all browsers.) 
- Preview to Print. 
- Email to Print (printer must be compatible with email or cloud printing.) 

o A Rate Information Template setting in the Rate Management group. This allows a 
property to configure generic text common for most rate codes. 

o Ability to specify a Do Not Post limit and whether previous postings should be 
adjusted when the Advanced Generate function in OPERA Controls is set to 
Active. 

o Minimum and Maximum Rate Allowed parameters. 
o A global parameter for Transaction Code Ownership. When active, the parameter: 

- Adds radio buttons for Central or Property Ownership in the Transaction 
Code configuration screen. 

- Updates all existing Transaction Codes automatically to Property Ownership. 
- Adds tasks for Override Property Ownership and Override Central 

Ownership. 
o The following Block Functions, Parameters, and Settings: 

- Contract Billing (Function) 
- Block deposit Required (Parameter) 
- Return Block Inventory to House (Parameter) 
- Copy Block Notes (Setting) 
- Copy Catering Status (Setting) 

o The following Commission Parameters and Settings for properties with an active 
OPP_COM license code:  

- Include Zero Commissions (Parameter). 
- Pre-Printed Check Numbers (Parameter). 
- Commission Codes to Not Process (Setting). 
- Default Commission (Setting). 
- Default Prepaid Commission Trn Code (Setting). 
- Default Reason Code (Setting). 

o Profile Settings for Contact Address Type and Contact Phone Type when the 
Contacts function is active. 

o A global parameter for Restrict Profile Name Change After Folio Creation in the 
Profiles group. 

o A Maximum Number of Open Business Dates setting in the End Of Day group. 
This determines the number of dates that can remain open without completing the 
Print Final Reports process in End of Day. 

Profiles 
▪ Added: 

o An action link for Create Linked Profile or Create Linked Contact. 
o A View option to the Search and Select Profile screen for Last Stay information 

(Last Visit date, Last Room number, and Last Rate amount). 
o A View All option when search results for Profiles, Reservations, Blocks, and 

Account Receivable Accounts are 200 or fewer. 
o An Advanced Search option to exclude inactive profiles. 
o Ability to mark profiles as private. 

▪ Enhanced Profile Advanced Search with the ability to search for a profile by Tax ID or 
Tax ID 2. 
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▪ The Inherit Rates check box is now available in configuration when the Profile Links 
Inherit rates functionality is active. 

Quick Launch 
▪ Added: 

o The keyboard F2 function key for accessing Quick Launch. 
o Numeric keys 1 - 0 for accessing the first 10 My Favorite links. 
o Ability to translate reports and report names into supported languages. 
o A tab for creating groups and values in the User Defined Fields screen in User 

Interface Management. 
o Ability to create User Defined Fields with linked lists of values in Chain and 

Property Management using the Property Detail Category and Property Details 
screens. 

▪ When accessing screens using the F2 Quick Launch menu, you can now activate Search 
by pressing Enter on the keyboard. 

▪ When launching Quick Links using the F2 Quick Key, the window opened displays 
the Close button at the bottom of the window without the need to scroll down. 

Reports 
▪ Added: 

o A Duplicate Profile Report (prduplicateprofile) for determining if duplicate 
profiles exist. 

o An Upsell (resupsell) report on guests who paid for room upgrades. This tracks 
the number of Upsells and Additional Room Revenue generated by Front Desk 
agents at check-in. 

o The stat_forecastyearly report. 
o A +/- field in Report configuration enabling a date offset (before or after the 

current business date) when editing default report parameters. 
o Ghost text for report groups that do not contain any reports. 
o Report rendering within the same browser window. 
o A Tax Type Details report. 
o A Membership Type filter and Membership No. column on the Package 

Allowance Guest IHN report (finpkgallow). 
o Ability to configure shift reports in the Reports menu. This requires the Manage 

Reports user task. 

Reservations 
▪ Added: 

o Ability to customize confirmation letters from the Confirmation screen in Manage 
Reservations. 

o A Shares sort option to the Manage Reservations search and Quick Search screens. 
o Ability to redistribute adults/children on share reservations using drag and drop. 
o Flags indicating credit cards sent for approval. These are visible on the Complete 

Check In stop of the Check In train. 
o An Edit Reservation link after selecting a reservation in the Room Calendar. The 

link opens the Stay Details screen. 
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o An Upgrade Indicator on upgraded reservations when Reservation Upgrade at 
Check In functionality is active. 

o A Commission Pay setting in Opera Controls. This enables creation of Commission 
records for Agent, Source, or Agent and Source profile types, depending on the 
setting and whether Source profiles are active in the property. 

o A check box on profile types linked to a reservation to control whether a 
commission record is created for that reservation. The check box is marked for 
payment by default. 

o The ability to remove a room assigned on the Stay Details screen. 
o A parameter for Auto Creation of Profile in the Look To Book Sales Screen group. 

This enables the automatic creation of a profile after performing a profile search on 
the Look To Book Sales Screen or the Book Now screen. 

o A parameter for Mandatory Room Move Reasons in the Reservations Group 
within OPERA Control. 

o A Lookup a Profile option in Manage Reservations for profiles in an external 
system. Select Profile downloads the external profile and replaces the profile in the 
reservation.  

o Linked email addresses on the Connected Profiles screen. This allows you to send 
emails from the Reservation presentation screen without opening the full profile. 

o A panel splitter for sharing and/or linked reservations to metadata service 
customization. This enables retention of your screen view preference when 
entering another sharing and/or linked reservation. 

o A parameter for Arrivals With Deposit Balance in The OPERA Controls End of 
Day group. This runs an additional End of Day procedure that checks for arrivals 
that have not yet checked in and have a deposit balance. 

o A Default Day Use Room Status setting in the Rooms Management group of 
OPERA Controls. This setting controls an automated change in room status after 
checkout. 

o An Assign Room action link in a reservation that opens the Room Assignment 
screen. 

o Ability to change arrival dates, number of nights, and departure dates on multi 
segment reservations using the Edit Action on the Stay Details screen. 

o An option for Cancel Reservation in the Check In train. 
o Ability to create guest messages for multiple reservations on the Reservations 

Workspace. 
o The option of updating Clean or Inspected status of the room when a reservation is 

being checked out.  
o An icon on the Wake Up Call Companion for reservations that have a wake up call 

on the guest’s departure date. 

▪ Enhanced: 
o The I Want To option for Assign Room with: 

- A list of all available rooms for the room type shown in the reservation. 
- Ability to type in any room number to display the desired room type (if the 

room type is available).  
o The Book Now popup with smoking preferences and/or room features that you 

can add using Property Inspector. 
o Rate Category and Room Class list of values search filters in the Look To Book 

Sales Screen. 
o Quick Search with additional search filters for Group, Membership Type, 

Membership Level and Room Type. 
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o Ability to mass cancel reservations using Quick Launch, Mass Cancellation. Mass 
Cancellation produces a status screen and an option to print.  

o Ability to generate batch confirmation letters from the Reservation Workspace. 
o The Notifications panel in Reservations and Blocks automatically resizes based on 

the number of notifications. This functionality is visible in Reservation 
Presentation screen, Manage Billing, Blocks, and the Check In / Check Out trains. 

o A Quick Print Folio action link on the Complete Check Out stop of the Check Out 
train. 

▪ Removed the Accompanying Guest tab from the Connected Profile screen and added 
its functionality to the Associated Profiles tab. 

▪ The Deposit / Cancellation screen now provides a Receipt link for Deposits posted to a 
reservation. The link opens the Report Destination screen. 

▪ Redesigned the Routing screen for faster and easier selection of transaction or routing 
codes in one screen. 

▪ The Wake Up Call Companion now shows an icon on reservations that have a wake 
up call on the departure date. 

Role Manager 
▪ Added: 

o Flags to identify new tasks. The flags update only on new tasks added on 
subsequent software upgrades. 

o Ability to translate tasks associated with roles based on the user’s language. 

Toolbox 
▪ Added: 

o Update Contacts in Data Management. This allows you to change Contacts linked 
to Activities and Blocks. 

o Ability to add new chains / properties. 
o Update Owners in Data Management for the following: Accounts, Contacts, 

Activities, Blocks, Potentials, FIT, Leads, and Campaigns. 
o Ability in Transaction Management to update the Ownership of a Transaction 

Code between Property and Central Ownership. 
o Delete Tab on the Membership Types screen in Data Management. 
o Business Block Compare tab on the Data Management screen. Change Code tab on 

the Transaction Management screen in Data Management. 
o Change Room Type tab in the Room Utilities screen in Data Management. 
o Update Market Code screen in Data Management. 
o Imbalance Analysis in Data Management. It provides the following options: 

- Repopulate Trial Balance - All Dates. 
- Repopulate missing Bills into Folio Tax. 
- Fix DBs for Adjusted Invoices. 
- Fix invalid AR Postings. 
- Fix naguestleddetail.rdf and guestledger.rdf. 
- Verify Imbalance and Fix imbalances. 

▪ Convert Production Data in Data Management now prompts you to enter a Support 
Key to access this functionality. 
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▪ You can now change the Sub Group linked to a Transaction Code using the 
Transaction Management, Change Subgroup tab Data Management. 

▪ Moved Environment Controls parameters from OPERA Controls into the Toolbox 
menu. 
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2  System Requirements, Supported 
Systems, and Compatibility 

This section describes the hardware sizing, operating systems, browsers, bandwidth, and 
devices supported with OPERA Cloud version 1.20. 

Interface PC Supported Hardware Sizing 
OPERA Cloud supports interface PCs with the following: 

• Microsoft Windows 7 Professional operating system 
• 1x dual core central processing unit 
• 3 GB memory 
• 4 GB free disk space minimum 
• 80 MB for each installed property interface, defined as voicemail, call accounting, 

movies, and so on. 
• An additional 40 MB per additional instance in a Multi-Property setup 
• An additional 150 MB for the IFC Controller 

Workstation Supported Hardware Sizing 
OPERA Cloud supports the Microsoft Windows 7 Workstation with the following: 

• Microsoft Windows 7 Business minimum; Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise 
recommended 

• 1x dual core central processing unit 
• 2 GB memory minimum 
• 80 MB free disk space minimum 
• 16 KB bandwidth per user minimum available for WAN connections. 

The minimum PC configuration supports one OPERA Cloud Session and a small 
application (< 5 MB memory usage). Users who require multiple sessions or use other 
large applications need a Power User sized PC. Power User sizing should support two 
sessions with one other application. Power users with larger needs should add more 
memory. 
WAN latency should be below 120 ms for a 1K packet (ping – l 1024) for optimal 
performance. If the WAN circuit is used to transport other software, such as email, 
internet connection, and so on, then it is highly recommended that you use QoS (Quality 
of Service) software or a dedicated circuit to ensure that mission critical applications have 
priority use of the bandwidth. 
PCs installed with Microsoft Windows 7 require additional configuration. Both support 
32-bit and 64-bit workstations. On 64-bit workstations, use the 32-bit browser. 
PCs installed with personal firewall software and/or current anti-virus clients might 
require additional memory than specified above. 
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Client Compatibility 
Microsoft Windows Vista (Client) 
Microsoft Windows 7 (Client) 
Microsoft Windows 7 (OXI PC) 
Microsoft Windows 8 Pro or Enterprise (Client) 
Microsoft Windows 8 Pro or Enterprise (OXI PC) 

Browser Compatibility 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0+ 32-bit only 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0+ 32-bit only 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0+ 32-bit only 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 10.0+ 32-bit only 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.0+ 32-bit only * 
Microsoft Edge * 
 
* OPERA Professional Premium/Standard Cloud Service and OPERA Enterprise 
Premium/Standard Cloud Service are browser agnostic. This adds support to any 
modern Operating System and Browser including Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 
(Version 18.06 forward) and Microsoft Edge. For Security and compatibility purposes, 
update both the operating system and browser to the latest available versions. 

Network Bandwidth Requirements 
The following table contains the network bandwidth recommendation for OPERA Cloud. 
Network bandwidth figures include the following assumptions: 

• Downloading a page size of 16K (a conservative estimate of average) should not 
take longer than 0.5 seconds. This does not include server time. 

• Up to 50% (a conservative estimate) of all users request the page download 
simultaneously.  

The formula used to produce the calculations was:  
• NetworkBandwidth(Mbps) = 

8*NrOfUsers*PageSize(MB)*1.2(ContingencyFactor)*SimultaneouslyActiveUsers
(%) /PageDownloadTime(Seconds). 

 
Sizing Network bandwidth for OPERA Cloud 
Number of Users 5 10 25 50 100 
Network Bandwidth (Mbps) 0.75 1.5 4 8 16 
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Mobile Credit Card Swipes Compatibility 
Product Product ID Compatibility 
ID TECH Shuttle 
Portable Magstripe 
Reader 

700293‐016 ▪ Oracle OPERA Cloud Mobile app 1.0+. 
▪ Un‐encrypted swipe. 
▪ Usable in a tokenized or non‐tokenized 

environment. 
▪ Connects to the audio jack on the 

peripheral device. 

ID TECH iMag Pro 
II, 8 Pin/Lightning 
Connector 

700293‐021 ▪ Oracle OPERA Cloud Mobile app 2.5+. 
▪ Un‐encrypted swipe. 
▪ Usable in a tokenized or non‐tokenized 

environment. 
▪ Connects to the 8 pin connector on the 

peripheral device: 
o Apple iPad (4th Generation) 
o Apple iPad mini 
o Apple iPad mini with Retina display 
o Apple iPad Air 

ID TECH iMag Pro 
II, 8 Pin Connector, 
Pre‐Injected with 
MLI Encryption Key 

700293‐025 ▪ Oracle OPERA Cloud Mobile app 2.5+. 
▪ Encrypted swipe. 
▪ Customer must have a Merchant Link 

vaulted/tokenized environment. 
▪ Connects to the 8 pin connector on the 

peripheral device: 
o Apple iPad (4th Generation) 
o Apple iPad mini 
o Apple iPad mini with Retina display 
o Apple iPad Air 

ID TECH iMag Pro 
30 Pin/Lightning 
Connector 

700293‐022 ▪ Oracle OPERA Cloud Mobile app 2.5+. 
▪ Un‐encrypted swipe. 
▪ Usable in a tokenized or non‐tokenized 

environment. 
▪ Connects to the 30 pin connector on the 

peripheral device: 
o Apple iPad (1st Generation) 
o Apple iPad 2 (2nd Generation) 
o Apple iPad (3rd Generation) 

ID TECH iMag Pro 
30 Pin Connector, 
Pre‐Injected with 
MLI Encryption Key 

700293‐024 ▪ Oracle OPERA Cloud Mobile app 2.5+. 
▪ Encrypted swipe. 
▪ Customer must have a Merchant Link 

vaulted/tokenized environment. 
▪ Connects to the 30 pin connector on the 

peripheral device: 
o Apple iPad (1st Generation) 
o Apple iPad 2 (2nd Generation) 
o Apple iPad (3rd Generation) 
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3  Resolved Issues 
Modules ID (Clarify 

Case 
Number) 

Description 

Administration 
- Enterprise 

16797920 Enabled changing the Short Date format in Property 
Controls. 

Administration 
- Financial 

17217841 Added a filter for Room Class and ability to set daily 
rates by Room Class in the Set Rate Range screen. 

Administration 
- Financial 

17166208 On the Foreign Currency Codes screen the value for 
currency symbol is now available for updating when 
the currency code is in use. 

Administration 
- Financial 

17090995 Added the currency code in the primary details 
section and on the Rate Schedules screen. 

Blocks 17447635 Enabled ability to edit Blocks created in external 
systems. 

Blocks 17089512 Enabled the ability to make reservation in the Look To 
Book Sales Screen for blocks that were created or 
managed by an external system. 

Blocks 17000994 You can now add a payment method when creating 
reservations on the Rooming List screen in Multi Line 
view. 

Blocks 17000416 The rate code search/select popup automatically sizes 
properly in the Internet Explorer browser when 
adding a rate code to a block. 

Blocks 16959042 When accessing the Block Presentation screen, the 
Assign Rooms link appears only if the block has 
reservations attached. 

Blocks 16958850 When a Master Block is deleted, the associated Sub 
Block is now deleted. 

Cashiering 17325293 In properties using Chip and PIN credit card readers, 
the Complete Check In stop of the Check In Train 
populates the credit card reader selection screen 
without delays. 

Generic 17120335 The security application menu now loads properly 
when combinations of records in the 
USER_CRO_ACCESS_LIST and 
SEC_USER_LOCATION do not match the user’s 
roles/chain. 

Generic 16803333 The Calendar component throughout the application 
correctly shows the Month and Day of the Week 
based on the language chosen. 

Generic 16712509 Increased max token parameter allocation to prevent 
disconnections. 

Inventory 
Management 

17090535 Room Assignment table view in the Check In train 
and Available Rooms screen correctly shows the 
Room Condition icon for rooms assigned a condition. 

Profiles 17369723 Removed the Attachment tab from the 
Correspondence screen and made it a primary screen 
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available on Manage Profiles. 
Profiles 16950259 Search by Postal Code in Manage Profiles correctly 

returns addresses in properties where an Address 
Cleaning system is configured. 

Profiles 16181639 Enabled a link on the Profile presentation screen 
allowing you to create a new reservation. The link 
takes you to the Look To Book Sales Screen. 

Reservations 17674174 The Look To Book Sales Screen Rate Information 
panel and the Trip Composer now correctly show the 
same rate amount as in the Room Rate combination 
Availability for a properties where Best Available 
Rates by Day is in use. 

Reservations 17236631 The Confirmations functionality in the Reservation 
presentation screen now correctly provides the total 
number of Confirmation Letters regardless of delivery 
status. 

Reservations 17227021 Batch Deposits search results correctly show the Due 
On date for reservations with Deposit Rules. Selecting 
reservations without credit card as method of 
payment provides an Action menu with options for 
Deposit / Cancellation and Cancel Reservations. 

Reservations 17190123 Names appear correctly in search results when adding 
a Source profile to a reservation in the Look To Book 
Sales Screen or in Manage Reservations.  

Reservations 17166123 The Review Reservation stop of the Check In Train 
correctly saves the values entered in the Departure 
Time, Display Color, and Purpose of Stay fields (you 
can add these fields using Property Inspector). 

Reservations 17096630 Manage Reservations Room Assignment search 
provides filters for ETA From, ETA To, and Max 
Number of Nights. Search results provide view 
options for ETA and sort by options for Arrival Date 
and ETA, based on arrival time. 

Reservations 17091110 The Look To Book Sales Screen shows sell messages in 
the language of the logged-in user. 

Reservations 17073448 Made an aesthetic change to the warning message that 
is presented when attempting to assign a dirty room 
to a guest at check in.  

Reservations 17057311 The Arrival Date field defaults to the current business 
date after modifying a reservation on the Look To 
Book Sales Screen. 

Reservations 17015148 The Look To Book Sales Screen search for availability 
shows Open Rates for Room Types with Availability 
and no restrictions. Rates appear as closed for Room 
Types that have a restriction either at the Room Type 
or Room Class level, even though the Room Type may 
show Availability.  

Reservations 17005408 Made an aesthetic spelling change in the advanced 
search warning message when adding search criteria 
for membership level, but not for membership type. 

Reservations 168803245 The Changes Log for a new reservation correctly lists 
only one log entry for Override activity in the Look To 

3-2 Resolved Issues 



  

Book Sales Screen. 
Reservations 16737949 The Book Now popup opens correctly when a user 

double clicks and drags/drop a Rate/Room Type 
combination at the same time. 

Role Manager 16953520 Changed the following in Bookings Main Task, 
Reservation Management: 

▪ Max Nights Upper Limit to Override Max Nights 
Upper Limit. 

▪ Max Room Upper Limit to Override Max Rooms 
Upper Limit. 

 
Changed the following in General Main Task, 
Ownership: 

▪ Ownership to Profile and Blocks Ownership. 
 
 

Resolved Issues 3-3 
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